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FCC off,” remembers Ig,
and punk rocker who
a long-haul trucker.
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around in tears.”
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he illicit FM signals for
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n. When it comes to
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ven an independent
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playlists to performance
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stling in a punk-rock
ed Drink Drank Punk,
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, would exist at all if it
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setup.
ommunity effort from
ing,” says Willy, the DJ
ssed the FCC’s visit to
Radio’s ofﬁce. “And with
ansmitter, which was
watt, you could barely get
beyond town.”
ﬁrst shows broadcast
e-watt signal was a
gram by Nigel, aka “The
or,” so named because
ultry Puerto Rican
d liked to play babyusic, including some of
cuts by Santana. “Oh,
u through the night,”
ly.
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alk, and “you never knew
pect,” Willy says. “One
knew was that you didn’t
ange the station. It was a
or sharing and bringing
ogether. A lot of times
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sue you’re interested in.”

of times you knew
and the DJ is talking
you or the neighbor
ome issue you’re
nterested in.”
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ambling into Ward’s
et Market and asked if he
k out the town’s radio
ay High Radio had just
ed into a log cabin, and
y took the old man there
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face lit up.
are amazing; you’re my
ct ever!” the old man
He then went to his car
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to be, but the man said,
ust leave me here; I’m
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d. Willy returned to the
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ansmitter. Like a ghost
as, the enigmatic
visitor had left no other
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nown by the moniker
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tainly had some
people come through,”
— and that includes the
Js.
wall of shame in the Way
o studio, to dissuade DJs
ating some of the lessments in the station’s
ch as the time a DJ
over $1,000 in phone
ling phone-sex lines and
conversations on the FM
ost part, though, the
on has been an integral
community, and
rom the mayor on down
ut it. Candidates for
ce offer interviews
ctions. Kids from the
entary school visit on
and learn how to use
pment; they receive
e” certiﬁcates at the end
on and get to pick their
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ns of survival here,” says
nother Way High Radio
like the small town in
he show Northern
with a radio station.
ple [in Ward] don’t have
phones. And we have
ople that are over the
Some of them don’t
les, even. But it’s very
en to the station. We
out radios if someone
”
ﬁfteen years, few people
Ward knew about the
at changed in 2012,
ocky Flats of Boulder’s
a few other pirates went
r one of Way High
nual fundraisers and
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t of such a network,
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s and others explained,
te stations can share
nd air each other’s best
Having a live DJ or
r at the mixing board
the most compelling
most pirate stations
live personalities on the
stead resorting to
aylists for at least some
ogramming. With a
he participating stations
ose which stream to put
ir own FM signal,
ving priority to any
on that had a live DJ in
Radio’s DJs were
by the idea and agreed to
ries of meetings in
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The Colorado
ty Radio Network
as born out of those
with Green Light Radio,
Radio and KNED as
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as pretty lax on
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ng emergency
n and other stations like
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2013 ﬂoods in northern
DJs at Way High Radio
hared bulletins put out
and the Boulder County
fﬁce, but provided local
ure news, notices about
nformation about where
dents could ﬁnd
y supplies and
g, and even
ments of which residents
ng town to make supply
at others could put in
or things they needed.
the Cold Springs Fire
July 2016, Way High
d updates almost round
and even had ﬁreﬁghters
from the line come into
to give ﬁrsthand
of battling the blaze. Way
o broadcast information
ch houses were saved —
s the ﬁre circled around
and Ward, and DJs
names of those who
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er told Apache that
re coming in and saying
ual broadcasts from Way
o and KNED were the
s that they could get upormation, she recalls.
n’t going to be our last
ther,” Willy points out.
ack of snow this season,
y know we’re about to
zy ﬁre season.”
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another, unnatural
ll four pirate stations in
have been singed by
C actions. The DJs think
ced enforcement stems
cident that occurred in
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